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FORCE-FUSION
COMPONENTS:

Once merely merchandise belonging to
pan-dimensional arms dealers, the
Heroic AugmentoidsTM and Evil ParaxxoidsTM
were granted mechanical life by the World
Seed, a terraforming device of umatched
power. Now these literal living weapons
battle across time and space, aiding the
forces of good and evil in their eternal
struggle!
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GUN //seat of
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SERRATOR AXE

Dissassemble, equip, reassemble and combine!
heroic augmentoids

TM

EVIL PARAXXOIDS

“Heroes are built to take bad guys apart.”

Ursenal TM

TM

“Drain, reign, and bring the pain.”

SolarbearTM

Bearium TM

Mant-Axe TM

?
Non-Dino Squad

?
Gamma-Ray TM

Sea-LabrysTM

(CLIP AND COLLECT)
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EVIL PARAXXOID MANT-AXE
TM

TM

Slippery Stalker of the Seas
Technical Speciﬁcations:

Function: Espionage
Conﬁguration: BMOG-02
Motto: “If you aren’t frightening, you’re swimming scared.”
Armor: Stronger than a barnacle-encrusted oil tanker.
Favorite Fuel: Life-force of heroes trying to use his components.
Mant-Axe thinks he’s a lot smarter and sneakier than he really is.
His engines allow him to ﬂy with hardly a sound, and in water he
can run silently. His steel-scale skin confounds most conventional
detection systems. He’s got amazing technical advantages... but
his tactics leave something to be desired.
He loves to scare his targets before he strikes, giving them little
glimpses of the doom he’ll visit upon them. As a result he is as
subtle as a bazooka in an echo chamber. His rampaging ego puts
him at odds with friends and foes alike.

FeatherblightTM

BMOG, Augmentoid, Paraxxoid, Ursenal and the
Force-Fusion System are trademarks of Octavirate,
LLC.
Visit Us on the Web:
www.bmogtoys.com
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